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Hydroxyapatite nanoparticles compounds were synthesized. Natural hydroxyapatite and a linear polysaccharide (1–3 linked 𝛽-D
galactopyranose and 1,4 linked 3,6 anhydro-𝛼-L-galactopyranose) were used as a precursor in its formation. Our purpose was to
produce nanoparticles in the presence of a linear polysaccharide with the use of a gelification method. The powder sample was
evaluated by scanning tunneling microscope (STM), Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis, X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD),
differential thermal analysis (DTA), infrared (IR) analysis, and thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA). According to the results, it was
found that these nanoparticles can successfully be synthesized using a polysaccharide in a solution.On the other hand, theXRDpeak
intensity corresponds to hydroxyapatite structure in the range of temperature of 810∘C.The influence of the polysaccharide on the
evolution of the nanoparticles has been demonstrated. This observation opens up new routes for the fabrication of nanoparticles
using polysaccharides network. The synthesized nanoparticles have diameters ranging from 10 nm to 11 nm approximately. The
elaboration conditions such as pH and concentration were optimized in this solution.

1. Introduction

Hydroxyapatite (HA) is a kind of material that constitutes
hard tissues like bone and teeth. This material exhibits
characteristics such as low solubility in water or body fluids
and can be very attractive for several applications such as
bioceramic in the field of medicine or industrial catalysis [1].
Also, with hydroxyapatite different methods of production
of particles can be used and with these methods, several
structures of different materials can be synthesized, such as
nanoparticles, rods, and needles [2, 3]. Several materials have
been used in the past with a progressive increase in the
number of therapeutic applications; among these complex
products are the nanoparticles for obtaining drugs such as
liposomes and diagnostics agents [4, 5]. One of the most
interesting self-assembly processes is related to the exposition
of hydroxyapatite (HA) to several metallic precursors as

titanium, aluminum, and niobium for the synthesis of coating
agents [6, 7]. Nanoparticles of HA also have been studied
for the synthesis of biocrystals using microwave irradiation
[8]. Others examples are in the formation of nanostructures
that use HA nanoparticles by means of aqueous solution/TX-
100/n butanol/cyclohexane and cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) [9]; these structures can be synthesizedwith
yttrium [10], linear polysaccharide (Hyaluronic acid) [11], and
poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [12], among others. The need of
forming new components to nanometric scale has beenmade
possible to explore newmethods such as nanoemulsions [13],
sol-gel [14], and mechanical activation [15]. In the present
work we have synthesized HA nanoparticles facilitated by a
linear polysaccharide such as 𝛽-D galactopyranose and 1,4
linked 3,6 anhydro-𝛼-L-galactopyranose in order to promote
a controlled growth of spherical nanoparticles.
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Figure 1: Image compounds of HA in STM.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of HA Nanoparticles. The HA nanoparticles
were made as described hereafter. The compounds were
prepared with the addition of 20 g of natural hydroxyapatite
3Ca
3
(PO
4
)
2
Ca(OH)

2
powder in a solution consisting of

200mL of ethanol and 50mL of acetic acid.Then a solution of
repeated units of 99% chemically pure grade polysaccharide
(1–3 linked 𝛽-D galactopyranose and 1, 4 linked 3, 6 anhydro-
𝛼-L-galactopyranose) was used and added to this solution for
gel formation.

Approximately 200𝜇L of the solution of polysaccharide
(0.8%) was warmed up to 30∘C for about 30 minutes. In this
way, the hydroxyapatite growth was controlled by the poly-
saccharide network. Later, the gel was placed in 1mL tube and
centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 28∘C. Afterwards,
the concentrated gel was poured off and the precipitate
was washed several times with deionized water to eliminate
any amount of gel residue. Further centrifugal action to
12,000 rpm for 5 minutes was carried out to recover the
powder precipitate, followed by a 48-hour period in an
incubator at 28∘C to evaporate any residual water. After this,
the powders were calcined in a laboratory muffle at 810∘C
for 2 hours. Afterwards, to characterize the compounds, a
scanning tunneling microscope equipped with Pt/Ir tips
(BT00400) was used and the images were processed using
a software version 1-6-0-0. Also the HA nanoparticles were
processed in a simultaneous thermal analyzer DTA-TGA TA
instruments at a heating rate of 10∘C/min in air and the
crystalline phase of powders was identified by X-ray diffrac-
tion pattern (XRD) using a CuK (𝛼) source at 0.1542 nm
in a Phillips X’PERT X-Ray diffractometer. The surface area
analysis was measured for Brunauer-Emmett-Teller analysis
(BET). Infrared spectra of the samples were analyzed using
Perkin-Elmer infrared spectrophotometers.
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Figure 2: Image of polysaccharide network in STM.

3. Results and Discussion

The morphology of the compounds was investigated by
scanning tunneling microscope (STM). Figure 1 shows the
image in STM of nanoparticles of 10-11 nm in diameter. The
entire surface is covered with nanoparticles; most of them are
rather homogenous. This image suggests that the electrical
behavior of the tunneling junction composed of HA nano-
particles is dominated by an electron-transfer mechanism
characteristic of isolated nanoparticles.The process of forma-
tion of nanoparticles indicated by the STM image is a kinema-
tically controlled process. In this way, the system evolves and
organizes in such a state or nanostructure that is consistent
with the lowering of the total free energy of the system,
including the free energies present in volume as well as free
energies present in interface.The energies can be elastic strain
energies due to the misfit between the various phases as well
as between the actual system and the substrate. The interface
energy leads to the selection of those surfaces and interfaces
that have the lowest energies.

In this context, upon addition of the polysaccharide, and
once the solution has beenmixed, the gelation process begins
(this is the so-called gelation point). From this point, the
conversion sol-gel is gradual and increasing. Particles become
interconnected in the polysaccharide network, as shown in
Figure 2.

For this reason, one of the most important properties of
nanoparticles is their ability to remain in the network of the
polysaccharide. This suggests the possibility that the hydrox-
yapatite has a high affinity for the polysaccharide and there-
forewould bemore effectively retained in the network serving
as a mold system to the synthesis of nanomaterials. Also, the
reason for using the polysaccharide network is to control the
shape and size of the particles.

Figure 3 shows a current in cross-section on unique scan-
ning speed. High current spikes are generated at fast scanning
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Figure 3: Spectroscopy by scanning tunneling microscopy.
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Figure 4: Particle size distribution of HA nanoparticles.
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Figure 5: X-ray diffraction pattern was obtained for the samples of
HA.

speeds. In this case and at this scanning speed (1 s/line), the
nanoparticles are stable to thermal effect. Furthermore, the
spectroscopic mode provides a current that is stable in all the
systems of tunneling.Alternatively, this analysis offers a better
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Figure 6: TGA-DTA analysis of the HA nanoparticles.
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Figure 7: IR spectra of nanoparticles complex.
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Figure 8: Stress-strain curve of nanoparticles.

understanding of how to achieve control of the synthesis
of nanostructures based onmaterials self-assemblywith poly-
saccharides network.

In Figure 4 that the particle size distribution in a range
of 10-11 nm is observed. Approximately 47% of the nanopar-
ticles obtained in this work are in the range of about 10 nm in
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Figure 9: Interaction of hydroxyapatite and the linear polysaccharide.

diameter. The obtained particle size was done in the middle
of the measurement of particle diameter and the number of
particles found in electron microscopy images.

Some studies have reported particles size (10–100 nm)
using mechanochemical process and surfactant-assisted ball
milling technique [16, 17], but they have not reported the syn-
thesis of nanoparticles with controlled size through networks
of polysaccharide.

Figure 5 shows the diffraction patterns of the powders at
810∘C. In this plot, the sample is characterised by peaks at 22∘,
23∘, 24.8∘, 28∘, 31∘, 32∘, 34∘, 40∘, 44∘, 45∘, 49.5∘, 50∘, 51∘, 52∘, 53∘,
60∘, 62∘, 68∘, 72∘, 73∘, and 79∘, which corresponds to the HA.
In this case, it is interesting that the phases of the precursors
compounds can interact and be present as it is shown
in the X-ray diffraction patterns. The characteristic peaks
of hydroxyapatite were identified in the X-ray diffraction
pattern (XRD). This pattern showed that the powder sample
was perfectly crystalline and composed of HA. The degree
of HA crystallinity was calculated by the following equation:
𝑋𝑐 ≈ 1 − (𝑉

112−300
/𝐼
300
). In this equation, 𝑋𝑐 is the degree

of crystallinity, 𝑉
112−300

is the depth of the valley between
the characteristic peaks corresponding to the planes of (112)
and (300), and 𝐼

300
is the intensity of (300) planes. The sizes

of the crystallites estimated from X-ray diffraction pattern
using Scherrer equation and the crystallinity of HA phase
were about 5 nm and 66% respectively.

Figure 6 shows the behavior of the HA with TGA-DTA
method. The thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) shows
a weight loss in the temperature region 50–200∘C. The
differential thermal analysis (DTA) shows exothermic peaks
in the temperature region of 250–300∘C. The purpose of this
test is to determine how the HA is affected by temperature.

The surface area of the sample was determined using the
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller analysis (BET).Theparticle sizewas
calculated from surface area, assuming spherical particles,
following equation (3). DBET = 6000/(𝜌S), where DBET
is the equivalent particle diameter in nanometers, (𝜌) the
density of the particle in (g/cm3), and (S) the specific surface
area in (m2/g). We obtained from BET analysis the specific
area as 130m2/g, so the average equivalent particle size is
between 10 and 11 nm.

The IR spectrum of the nanoparticles has been recorded
on a Perkin-Elmer infrared spectrophotometer within the
wavenumber range of 4000 cm−1–400 cm−1. In Figure 7, the
IR spectrum shows absorption peaks corresponding to the

𝛽-D galactopyranose. A band appears in the IR spectrum at
750 cm−1. Another band appears at 800 cm−1 and another
one at 900 cm−1. This band appears due to the C–O and C–
C vibrations of the polysaccharides. On the other hand, the
first indication for the formation of HA is in the form of
stretching. The O–H stretching bond is shown at 3575 cm−1
and 3550 cm−1 in this graphic which confirms the presence
of hydroxyapatite powder. Upon compression the (OH) band
shifts to higher wavenumbers; however, on the librational
mode exists an opposite effect. Theoretically the distance
between two oxygenmolecules is minimal when the pressure
increases. In this manner the stretching of a hydrogen bond
should decrease and thus all frequencies should increase;
furthermore in the apatites the moving of the OH groups is
very complicated because they are always interacting on the
c axis. This means that vibrations are not found in parallel
alignment; these differences may be due to the effects of
loads developed on the surface of the hydroxyapatite which
would lead to the fact that the longitudinal and transverse
frequency is increased with the increase in the intensity of
absorption affecting principally the OH stretching and O2−
displacements.

In Figure 8, stress-strain curve shows the sample of nano-
particles; the compounds have a strain of 90% and a stress of
91Mpa.

We think that compounds that have high flexion due to
the (Ca++) group can interact with the (-OH) of the polymers
chains of galactopyranose, (Figure 9). In this context the
hypothesis to explain why the curve is limited to 90%may be
that the Ca present in the compounds has not clearly defined
its yield point or yield strength (elastic limit.). Additionally,
this would be accompanied by a movement of dislocations
that it would be very difficult to detect and determine their
elastic limit. In this way this polysaccharide would be playing
an important role in Hooke’s law. Hooke’s law is not met
because the stress is proportional to strain anddoes not follow
a straight line in the curve. This in no way would be negative
for the production of nanoparticles, because the behavior of
the stress-strain curves also depends on the nature of each
material.

4. Conclusions

This paper reports the formation of hydroxyapatite nanopar-
ticles in a range of 10-11 nm in diameter at a low cost as
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an easy route for the fabrication of nanostructure materials.
These materials can be used in diverse areas as materials
sciences, bioengineering, nanomaterials for medicine, and
electronic systems. The results of the X-ray confirmed that
the compounds obtained show crystalline phases of the
metallic precursors at 810∘C. Furthermore, the characteristics
of materials are important so that the compounds can be
functionalized on the surface of organic molecules and with
this method it would be possible to analyze several events
as pH, temperature, and formation of a polymeric porous
network.
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